
- rtually impossible for a private citizen of the U .S .S .R . to leave
s country and we know from experience that the Soviet authoritie s
-11 even separate man and wife and compel divorce,rather than let
:e of their citizens join the other partner of a marriage outside
: e Soviet Union .

There are many other examples of this cultural iron curtain
.this social savagery . At the last session of the Assembly of the
-ited Nations a delegate of the United States gave a documented

count of systematic efforts which had been ~aadé by'Americars bpth :.public
- d private in the post-war period to arrange contacts between
éricans and,Russians . Suggestions had been made for exchanges o f

= udents, for visits to the United States by prominent scientists and
tists . Efforts had been made to induce the Red Army Choir or the

-ssian ballet to visit this continent . None of these efforts bore
°uit . The normal methods by which péoples grow to knôw each other
~id trust each other by personal contacts are systematically
-evented . In the immediate post-war period, we ourselves tried
a small way to co-operate with the U .S .S .R . by exchanging

:formation about techniques in the North country . LYe made available
:ne unclassified information about agricultural and other techniques
: Canada and received some interesting information in return . But
: on aPter the war, the curtain was rung down in Moscow on our
forts to establish even the minimum- contact between- civilized

:ates .

Having made this analysis of the situation we must no w
; k ourselves what we can do about it . i'le may at first be tempted
: think that we should retaliate in kind . I doubt, however, whether
:is is the proper approach for us . Ours is a free society and even

wanted to, we would find it difficult to apply adequat e
,strictions because they would be contrary to the principles by
'ch we live . I am sure that it is in the interests of our society

:atwe should have only those regulations which are necessary for
:e security of the state and no more .

I Since we cannot and will not follovr the Russians in their
.~forts to widen and strengthen the iron curtain, we must look for
,ther more constructive and hopeful courses of action . I do not
4iggest that any of them will pay immediate dividends, but I am sure
: ere are a number of things which we can do . We can in the first
~Lace recall continually to our minds and to our confidence the warm-
~arted, lovable, hospitable, courageous Russian people whom t•re
me to know during the war and with whom I am sure vie can settle
~ir differences once it is possible to make adequate contacts with
~ien. We must also continue our efforts to resolve the problems
_~.at divide the Government of the U .S .S .R . from the governments of
aefree democracies . We must continue these efforts by every
+?bssible method of negotiation, conference, public or private
üscussion, meetings at any level, low, middle or high . In the
eantime however, we must refuse to be led astray by empty word s
Ç those who talk of peace but i•rho make no other proposal for
jafeguarding it except to recommend that we unilaterally disarm .
nust not be fooled, ever, by any phony peace overtures ,

J It•is also necessary for us to proceed as rapidly a s
~ ssible with the development oi' the North AtlanticAlliance . So

we have been primarily concerned with the defensive military
~rangements under the treaty, and it has been right and proper that
~u first concern should be with our ability to resist aggression .
~ the long run ; however, we shall have to make the treaty into
~mething a great deal more basic than simply a military alliance .
;11IIénbers of the North Atlantic group are pledged by the Treaty ,
~d especi811y by Article 2, to broaden the basis of their association

co-operation in the solution of economic problems . In the long
,


